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Introduction

Development of Children's Mathematical Skills
Informal mathematical development begins much before children reach the age of formal education with the development of number sense. Inherent in this is the existence of a mental number line (Berch 2005; Schneider et al. 2009 ). As a precursor to the development of this mental number line, research postulates an innate sense of number by which humans are able to distinguish between sets to judge which has more (the approximate number system; Dehaene 2001) . Additionally, young children demonstrate the ability to perceptually determine the exact number of items in small sets (Clements 1999) , an ability known as subitizing (Ginsburg 1978; Benoit et al. 2004) . This innate sense of number is a skill that evolutionary psychologists attribute survival to, for example where one can find more food (De Cruz 2006) . Many habituation studies (e.g. Xu and Spelke 2000; Starkey et al. 1990 ) have provided evidence for number sense in young infants, demonstrating a renewed interest upon alteration of the number of items in the presented array, as long as a critical ratio criterion is met (according to Weber's Law; Feigenson et al. 2004) .
Once children become verbal, they learn a counting list which functions in the form of a 'placeholder structure' (Sarnecka and Wright 2013) , carrying little numerical context. This suggests that children develop a knowledge of a specific set of number words, in a fixed order, before their knowledge develops into a deeper understanding of number as an abstract principle (Sarnecka and Gelman 2004) . A further milestone in the development of number sense occurs when young children are taught to attribute specific quantities to Arabic numerals (Krajewski and Schneider 2009 ). Wynn (1990) previously described specificity as the knowledge that every number word describes a specific numerosity. Importantly, the attribution of specific quantities to individual numerals paves the way for children establishing understanding of a set of rules: cardinality (the final numeral used represents the total number in the set), abstraction (sets of any nature can be counted, including entirely mental constructs), one-toone correspondence (each item in a set should be counted once and only once), stable order (numerals should be used in a fixed order) and order irrelevance (items in a set can be counted in any order without changing the cardinality of the set; Gelman and Gallistel (1986) ; Dehaene (1992) ; Thompson (2010) ). Upon reaching this stage, children are deemed to have developed a 'mental number line', which, over time, becomes increasingly linear after initially following a somewhat logarithmic structure (Siegler and Booth 2004; Dehaene 2003) , whereby numbers outside of the child's counting range may be viewed only as 'big' or 'lots'. From this foundation, children can begin to understand the formal manipulations of numbers required to gain proficiency in mathematics through formal instruction, as identified by Libertus et al. (2011) who demonstrated that ANS acuity in infants predicts early maths achievement.
The development of mathematical skills, upon the commencement of formal schooling, can be considered to pertain to two broad stylistic categories, as adopted by Weschler assessments: Numerical Operations and Mathematical Reasoning. Whilst the National Curriculum has four areas (number, measurement, geometry and statistics), it is these categories that will be considered in this review as they succinctly describe the fundamental understanding of mathematics (Numerical Operations) and its application (Mathematical Reasoning) . Numerical Operations concerns procedures that may best be described as numeracy, involving number knowledge, basic numerical manipulations and mental arithmetic (Geary et al. 2007 ). Tests of Numerical Operations typically comprise of explicit mathematical equations with basic operations for children to solve using a written format, as well as assessments of counting, identifying numbers and written calculations (Pearson Clinical; Wechsler 2017) . By contrast, Mathematical Reasoning is defined by Thompson (1996) as the ability to carry out 'purposeful inference, deduction, induction, and association in the areas of quantity and structure'. Such a definition aligns well with the nature of the tasks used to assess the construct, which comprise mainly of single-and multi-step contextual story problems that the children are required to solve using the information provided. Examples of such problems are those involving whole numbers, fractions and decimals, graphs and probability (Wechsler 2017) .
A broad range of assessments are employed in both research and educational settings when establishing a child's understanding of mathematics. Such assessments range from simple, individually derived series of calculations and equations to subtests of standardised test batteries. As a result of this wide-ranging variety, it is imperative to note whether the assessment in question provides a standardised score, or should only be considered in an isolated manner. One should take care to consider the structure and content of the assessment used in relation to the research question in order to determine its suitability regarding content and intended statistical analysis. This is particularly important when critiquing studies utilising non-standardised measures of mathematics over those taken from standardised batteries.
In summary, mathematical development begins before, and continues throughout, formal schooling. However, careful attention should be paid to the measures used to assess mathematics for research and educational purposes as their structure and content may influence the conclusions that can be drawn. Baddeley and Hitch (1974) first developed the concept of the visuospatial sketchpad as one of two slave systems in working memory (WM), outlining its responsibility for storing and manipulating visual and spatial information. Researchers in the field of WM have long since adopted the most recent revision of this model (Baddeley 2000) as it has been demonstrated to accurately conceptualise findings (e.g. Holmes and Adams 2006; Ashkenazi et al. 2013; Andersson and Lyxell 2007) and to be robust to developments in understanding resulting from neuropsychological and dual task studies (e.g. Logie 2014; Henson 2002) . As such, this model still holds as an appropriate explanation of WM and is the model adopted by the studies included in this review. Currently, a focus on the emergence of simultaneous and sequential visuospatial working memory (VSWM; see Mammarella et al. 2006 and Mammarella et al. 2013 for evidence of a double dissociation) is evident, in a move to understand the finer nuances of using VSWM as an academic predictor.
Theory of VSWM
Simultaneous VSWM tasks are defined as such tasks whereby all information is presented to the participant at the same time (Mammarella et al. 2006) . Following this presentation, the participant is asked to recall the positions of the stimuli they saw previously; an example of this type of task is the visual patterns task. In contrast, sequential tasks involve the presentation of stimuli in a sequence to the participant (as in Passolunghi and Mammarella 2011) . Participants are then required to recall the positions of the stimuli, typically in the correct order, as in the Corsi block task (Mammarella et al. 2006) . There is evidence for the dissociation of these tasks (Mammarella et al. 2008) , supporting the need for their independent investigation in order to assess their predictive power.
In line with these observations, a number of different VSWM tasks are used to tap into each of these components. As elements of standardised test batteries, a small number of VSWM tasks are standardised; however, a large proportion of the tasks used are designed for the purpose of the study in question. As such, it is imperative to assess the characteristics of the test in relation to the research question and statistical procedures applied before accepting the conclusions drawn from the results. This is of particular importance when studies employ a non-standardised VSWM measure.
Relationship between VSWM and Mathematics
Importantly, VSWM is described by Ashkenazi et al. (2013) as a 'source of domain general vulnerability in arithmetic cognition', indicating its position as one of a number of mechanisms in the brain which function to support learning in a broad range of areas. Such a definition also follows that knowledge is cumulative and so builds up over time to form our overall knowledge structure. As evidenced by the results of previous studies, age appears to be crucial to the extent of the involvement of VSWM in mathematics performance (Li and Geary 2013) , with the suggestion of a cyclical pattern of involvement between VSWM and verbal WM. One could reasonably question the potential for an emerging relationship between novelty and mastery inherent in a cyclical relationship. VSWM is more strongly predictive of mathematics performance in younger children (Holmes et al. 2008; Holmes and Adams 2006) which is, arguably, the period in which children are acquiring new mathematical skills at an increased rate. Therefore, it is possible that VSWM is employed to a greater extent during the procurement of new skills, and to a lesser extent once children achieve mastery of such skills (Andersson 2008) .
It may be possible to identify the age at which young children's mathematics ability is most strongly influenced by VSWM, and hence use this information to make predictions regarding future attainment. Research is currently moving to exploit this relationship further in order to train WM to improve academic attainment (e.g. Holmes and Gathercole 2014; see Sala and Gobet 2017 for a review); however, this will only be possible when the intricacies of the relationship between the two factors are fully understood. Similarly, the potential to mediate vulnerability to mathematical difficulties as a result of poor WM before they occur is hindered by a lack of detailed knowledge in this area. Before research in this area can progress, a clear representation of what is currently known in the literature in necessary. This review aims to provide this comprehensive picture.
In doing so, it is necessary to ensure that confounding factors are limited as far as possible. Often, studies employ tasks previously designed either to investigate a particular aspect of VSWM or mathematics, or those which form a component of a standardised battery. When appraising potential measures for a study, the age group for which the task was designed and, potentially standardised, is crucial. Only by considering the target age and that of the participants is it possible to make reasonable adjustments to prevent floor and ceiling effects. This is of particular importance when considering appropriate mathematics tasks as it is imperative that tasks administered align with concepts children have been exposed to through the curriculum. More leniency can be afforded to VSWM tasks as such tasks present fewer barriers to achievement should a child not have completed a similar task before. Further, given the nature of the research seeking to extend scientific understanding of the components of VSWM, novel tasks are required to access each component individually.
In summary, using VSWM as a means to predict pupil's future attainment in mathematics is a topic that has gained a significant amount of traction in recent years. Driven by the desire to improve academic performance, it is necessary to first ensure a clear understanding of the relationship between the two components before steps can be taken to use VSWM as a predictive tool.
Importance of this Review
Given the relative infancy of this field of research, no other reviews concerning the relationship between VSWM and mathematics attainment have been identified. Szűcs (2016) completed a review on a similar field, identifying the relationships between subtypes of mathematical difficulties and elements of working and short-term memory. The available literature demonstrates both comparable and contrasting results which can only be adequately understood by appraising the results of the studies alongside their methodologies. In doing so, it is possible to begin to explain the variations in results as features of the methodological differences. To this end, this review is necessary to consolidate the findings of previous research in order to provide a comprehensive understanding of the relationship between VSWM and mathematical performance. The results have a number of implications with regard to using VSWM as a predictive tool for future mathematical attainment, something which cannot be achieved without a streamlined understanding of the relationship central to forming these predictions, including, but not limited to, early intervention to improve attainment.
Objectives of the Review
The aim of this review is to examine the literature surrounding the relationship between VSWM and mathematical attainment in children. Four key issues will be addressed; these are the influences of the age of the participants, the type of mathematics being assessed, the type of VSWM being assessed and the nature of the tasks used (standardised/nonstandardised). It is broadly understood that VSWM plays both an influential and predictive role in children's mathematical performance (Holmes and Adams 2006; Bull et al. 2008 ); however, the exact relationship between these elements remains, as yet, unclear. The existing literature alludes to a number of factors that are influential in establishing a clear and coherent understanding of the role VSWM plays in mathematical development. This review will explore these potential confounds in a move to consolidate the existing knowledge on this issue. Focusing on the age of the participants, the components of mathematics being assessed and the components of VSWM being measured, it is possible to begin to develop a more detailed understanding of the specific influences of each of these elements.
Method
Criteria for Study Inclusion
Studies eligible for inclusion in the analysis met all of the criteria outlined below.
Study Design
Studies utilising all methodological designs were included in the review due to the nature of both the current literature and the review. Before inclusion, researchers must, however, have explicitly stated their intention to investigate the relationship between VSWM and mathematical attainment. Despite using studies with any design, before a study was included in the review, sufficient control and operationalisation of the variables must have been established. Testing should have been conducted in a controlled environment, with an emphasis on maintaining consistency between sessions in order to exert control in the absence of randomised control trials.
Type of Participants
Studies of children attending mainstream schools, between the ages of 0 and 16 years, were considered in this review. Three exclusion criteria applied: those investigating atypical populations, adults and young people over the age of 16 years old and preterm children specifically. All ethnicities, socio-economic statuses and genders were included.
Mathematics Measures
The review included mathematics measures assessing elements of mathematics relating to numerical operations, mathematical problem solving and/or mathematics as a whole; those utilising measures of number sense, numerosity and other such related components were excluded. Whilst the majority of studies included in the review used standardised measures of mathematics, including the WIAT and WOND, a proportion used specifically designed measures. Studies of this nature were included so long as an observable, clear focus on one or more of the aforementioned components of mathematics was present. Where mathematics measures had been derived for the purpose of the study, this was typically in line with the curriculum outlined for children of the specified age in the given country.
Memory Measures
Only studies published reporting VSWM as an explicit individual concept met the criteria for the review. Those reporting on WM as a whole only, without further subdivision, were not included in the final sample. A number of standardised VSWM measures were employed; however, as a result of attempts to further subdivide VSWM, many measures were designed for the purposes of the study. As such, all measures specifically of VSWM were accepted.
Location of Study
Studies may have been conducted in any country utilising an alphabetic language system to be eligible for inclusion; however, the final paper must be available in English. Only nations with alphabetic language systems were included due to the potential influence of logographic writing systems on the development of VSWM (Tan et al. 2001 ).
Additional Criteria
Criteria were identified which led to the exclusion of a study. These exclusion criteria were studies concerning: Additional criteria for exclusion were texts from book chapters (serving only to summarise findings from included empirical studies) or other review articles.
Search Methods for Study Identification (Search Strategy)
Electronic Searches
Searches were conducted of the databases listed below (using the 'all databases' option for each), with search terms defined as 'visuospatial', 'working memory' and 'math*'. Only articles where the full text was available were included. These terms were defined so as to identify all available studies that use these terms either in the title, abstract or main body. Given the specificity of the desired work, simple, clearly defined search criteria were most appropriate:
Search of Other Sources
Reference lists of the included papers were scrutinised to identify any further appropriate papers.
Data Collection and Analysis
Determining Eligibility and Data Extraction
All data was extracted by the same author. Before any coding began, a stringent set of inclusion and exclusion criteria were clearly defined and periodic checks throughout data extraction were carried out to ensure criteria were adhered to at all times. Should a study be found to be ineligible upon full reading, the reasons for its exclusion were documented. Before beginning synthesis of results, the main statistic for each study was extracted and recorded.
Study Coding Categories
Any study that met the criteria for inclusion based on title, abstract and full text reading was coded to extract the same information. This information included details regarding methodology, measures taken, participant details, the area of VSWM and mathematics being assessed, statistical method used and the main reported statistic, and a quality judgement of the study fit for the review (1 = very good fit; 2 = good fit; 3 = not very good fit, e.g. Vanbinst et al. (2018) = 1, very good fit, Caviola et al. (2012) = 3, not very good fit). Once this information was compiled for each study, where not already given by the paper, an effect size was calculated and a quality judgement of the effect size calculation noted (1 = exact calculation, 2 = good approximation, 3 = rough approximation, e.g. Campos et al. (2013) 
Determining Effect Sizes
Common effect sizes were calculated (r) for each paper so as to allow for direct comparison between studies. R was chosen as an appropriate effect size due to the assessment of overlap between the variables, rather than the difference between experimental groups. Where this was reported in the paper, this is the effect size reported; however, in other cases, this was calculated using an accessible effect size calculator from the Campbell Collaboration (Wilson n.d.) , alongside a second freely available calculator from Psychometrica (Lenhard and Lenhard, 2016) . These calculators allow calculation of effect sizes from a comprehensive range of study designs and so provide the most appropriate calculations of any given effect size. The use of two independent calculators allowed calculation of effect sizes from a greater variety of study design, where one calculator provided a means to convert a statistic in its absence from the other, as well as corroboration of calculations by using both calculators.
Dealing with Missing Data
In cases where sufficient data were not available to calculate effect sizes, where possible this information was calculated from other available data, for example the use of reported correlations from studies using multi-level models. As such, it was possible to calculate all of the required effect sizes, though the basis of such calculations on good approximations of the exact data was recorded in the quality judgements of the effect size calculations made for each study.
Assessment of Heterogeneity
Due to the varied nature of the research available, it was unlikely that a meta-analysis would be possible. Studies included in the review demonstrated important differences between crucial aspects of their design, such as measures, methods used and participants included. As a result, a thematic analysis using inferential statistics was concluded to be the most appropriate method for synthesis so as not to introduce error through drawing comparisons between dissimilar studies. An I 2 statistic of 89.81%, much higher than the recommended maximum of 25% when undertaking a meta-analysis, supports not completing a meta-analysis on the current data. Following findings by Von Hippel (2015) , it is important to consider the I 2 statistic in relation to the number of studies included in the meta-analysis; however, 35 studies should be sufficient to mitigate the potential for bias with a small number of studies.
Data Synthesis
Due to the large variation in the studies included, and a number of confounding factors, including sample size and the use of unstandardised measures, a quantitative synthesis was completed using inferential statistics. As such, thematic analysis of the components of interest was completed, addressing issues of participant age, type of mathematics being assessed and component of VSWM being assessed, sample size and the use of standardised measures.
Detecting and Adjusting for Publication Bias
Most of the studies in this review concentrate on correlational relationships between the measured variables. As such, it is not unreasonable to suggest that publication bias may affect publication of these studies to a lesser extent as there is less of a drive to demonstrate a particular outcome. One must remain vigilant, however, as it remains the case that negative or more difficult to interpret results will be less easy to publish. In order to reduce publication bias introduced to this review, databases that include work such as theses and dissertations were also included when the literature search was conducted (see below for funnel plot). The nonsignificant Egger's regression (p = 0.21), alongside the randomly distributed funnel plot, suggests there is no evidence of publication bias.
Results
Description of the Studies
Results of the Search
The search of the above-listed databases returned 590 records (search terms: 'visuospatial' 'working memory' and 'math*'). Along with the electronic database searches, an additional 34 records were found as a result of the manual searches of reference lists completed.
Fifty-two of the records identified throughout the entire search process were duplicates and so were removed; 538 remained after this stage. Following screening of the titles and abstracts for irrelevant records, 469 records were excluded in accordance with the exclusion criteria, leaving 69 records. The remaining articles were read in full, and the relevant data from 35 articles deemed appropriate, according to the inclusion and exclusion criteria, was extracted for analysis in the current review. Data was extracted from 35 articles in total (Tables 1 and 2 ).
Description of Included Studies
The studies included were conducted in a number of countries, and as such allow for a clearer understanding of the relationships between VSWM and mathematics performance globally, as opposed to solely in relation to the National Curriculum followed in the UK. Further, the broad age range of participants allows for an understanding to be established regarding the potential The studies included adopted a number of methodological designs; however, no specific inclusion and exclusion criteria were defined regarding methodology as it was anticipated that a broad range of designs would be used. As a result, all study designs were included. Owing to the variety of methodological designs used, the resulting statistical analyses employed by the included studies also varied greatly. Whilst a vast majority of studies employed, at least as part of their analysis, ANOVA, correlation and regression techniques, additional techniques including factor analysis, structural equation modelling and multi-level modelling were used to further explain the data gathered. For this review, the main result from each study was converted to a correlation co-efficient, r, in order to make accurate comparisons between studies.
Quantitative Synthesis of Results
Overall Findings
Sufficient data were provided by each of the studies included in the analysis to be included in the quantitative synthesis. As noted above, a full meta-analysis of the data was not conducted due to the vast differences inherent in the study designs. It was deemed that there were insufficient similarities within the studies for a meta-analytical comparison to be tangible due to the impact on the subsequent interpretation of the results. Rather, inferential statistics were employed, where possible, to achieve an objective assessment of the relationships within the data. Analyses were conducted on a number of subsections of the data by way of identifying the possible sources of the aforementioned heterogeneity in order to better understand the relationship between VSWM and mathematics performance.
As previously mentioned, effect sizes were calculated based on the most relevant result to the review topic, with an average effect size taken in situations when more than one statistic was equally relevant. Since all effect sizes calculated resulted from different studies, they can be considered independent. The results demonstrated an overall positive relationship between VSWM and mathematics, as evidenced by the forest plot in Fig. 2 below. From the funnel plot, Fig. 1 , publication bias appears minimal in the studies available on this subject. 
Subsection Analysis
Sample Size
Upon investigation, a relationship between sample size and effect size is present within the data. This section strives to investigate this relationship further to understand the potential ways in which sample size may influence the effect sizes found. Larger effect sizes appear concurrent with smaller sample sizes (r s = 0.340, p = 0.046), as previously demonstrated in the literature as a common phenomenon and indicative of potential publication bias (Kühberger et al. 2014; Levine et al. 2009 ). The correlation between sample size and effect size is stronger following removal of one study with an extremely large sample size (Van de Weijer-Bergsma et al. 2015; r s = 0.404, p = 0.018); however, caution should be applied when interpreting this finding due to issues of statistical power (Button et al. 2013) . A medium-large effect size resulting from the study with the largest sample size (4337; Van de Weijer-Bergsma et al. 2015) sits comfortably within the range of effect sizes, hence reducing the potential influence of sample size on effect size (Button et al. 2013) .
Sample sizes were divided into two groups for further analysis: small (mean = 115.82, sd = 65.84, lower bound = 24, upper bound = 308) and large (mean = 1627.75, sd = 1809.21, lower bound = 597, upper bound = 4337). No significant difference was found between the two groups (t(33) = −1.357, p = 0.184), suggesting a lesser influence on sample size than indicated by Button et al. (2013) . Finally, once negative effect sizes were transformed into positive (via a reflection of the original due to the ± difference resulting from the labels assigned to M1/M2), they did not deviate from the core cluster and, hence, show no significant differences from the remaining effect sizes.
Type of Mathematics
Approximately equal numbers of studies investigated Numerical Operations and both Numerical Operations and Mathematical Reasoning (17 and 16, respectively); however, only two studies considered purely Mathematical Reasoning. Interestingly, the largest mean effect size was produced by studies concerning Mathematical Reasoning (mean = 0.49), with studies using small-average samples (n = 30 and n = 103), suggesting that this result cannot be explained by sample size alone. Those studies investigating both types of mathematics demonstrated the next largest effect size (mean = 0.43), followed by Numerical Operations only (mean = 0.35), indicating that VSWM may be more of an influencing factor in Mathematical Reasoning than Numerical Operations. Despite the aforementioned differences being present in the data, the between-group differences were not statistically significant (F(2) = 1.380, p = 0.266). It is evident from the data that Numerical Operations and a combination of both Numerical Operations and Mathematical Reasoning showed greater spread of effect sizes (range = 0.55 and 0.52, respectively), though only two studies looked at Mathematical Reasoning alone (range = 0.20). It is to be expected that the range of effect sizes resulting from studies of Mathematical Reasoning would have been greater if more studies had investigated Mathematical Reasoning alone. Two studies (Maennamaa et al. 2012; Wiklund-Hörnqvist et al. 2016 ) investigated both types of mathematics using large samples, which may have skewed the average effect size generated for this subgroup as 13 studies used small samples. However, as suggested by Button et al. (2013) , it may be the case that these larger samples provide the power to detect effects within the data and increase the likelihood that statistically significant results are reflective of true effects. Both studies assessing Mathematical Reasoning (Campos et al. 2013; Passolunghi and Mammarella 2010) had only small sample sizes (103 and 59, respectively) and as such, according to Button et al. (2013) , the large effect sizes may be less likely to be representative of the true population effect.
Type of Visuospatial Working Memory
Studies were broken down according to the type of VSWM they assessed: simultaneous, sequential or both. The largest mean effect size was observed for studies concerning both simultaneous and sequential VSWM (mean = 0.44), followed by sequential (mean = 0.37), and simultaneous (mean = 0.25). Whilst this difference is marginally non-significant (F(2) = 2.727, p = 0.081), it is suggestive of a bias in the level of influence of each type of VSWM on mathematics performance.
The largest range of effect sizes can be seen in the data for both types of VSWM (range = 0.65), with smaller ranges seen for sequential and simultaneous (range = 0.44 and 0.29, respectively). Such a finding alludes to other influencing factors in studies measuring both types of VSWM due to the large range of effect sizes displayed. Further, it may suggest the more stable development of simultaneous VSWM by the age of children included in these studies (5 and 6 years, respectively, for both types of VSWM and simultaneous only). All four studies involving large sample sizes (Maennamaa et al. 2012; Mix et al., 2015; Van de WeijerBergsma et al. 2015; Wiklund-Hörnqvist et al. 2016 ) concerned both types of VSWM, which may explain, in part, the large range of effect sizes for this category (14 used small samples), whereas all studies concerning only simultaneous or sequential VSWM used small sample sizes.
Type of VSWM was measured alongside type of mathematics to ascertain further detail on more specific relationships between the two components. No studies investigated the influence of sequential VSWM on Mathematical Reasoning, highlighting a gap in the research requiring additional investigation. An ANOVA showed no significant effects when using type of VSWM and type of mathematics as fixed effects. Simultaneous VSWM shows the lowest mean effect sizes for both Numerical Operations and both types of mathematics (mean = 0.28 and 0.23, respectively), suggesting that simultaneous VSWM has the smallest influence on mathematical performance in these areas of mathematics (simultaneous VSWM alone was not measured for Mathematical Reasoning). The largest mean effect size (mean = 0.49) was identified for both types of VSWM in Mathematical Reasoning tasks. A large mean effect size here implies a large influence of VSWM in Mathematical Reasoning tasks, in line with the additional demands of such tasks; however, only two studies (Campos et al. 2013; Passolunghi and Mammarella 2010 ) measured this combination and so caution should be exercised when generalising the result. As may be expected, studies measuring both types of VSWM showed the largest mean effect size, regardless of the type of mathematics being investigated (Numerical Operations, Mathematical Reasoning or both). One potential explanation for this may be the need to combine information and/or the complexity of the tasks used, particularly in the case of studies assessing Mathematical Reasoning and both types of mathematics.
Age of Participants
The age of participants at the beginning and end of each study was extracted for an in-depth analysis. Neither showed a significant correlation with effect size (r s (35) = − 0.025, p = 0.885; r s (35) = − 0.178, p = 0.307, respectively). The mean age at the beginning of the included studies was 7.89 years, with a range from 4 to 15 years (sd = 2.44). Once all studies had reached their conclusion, the mean age showed an increase to 9.86 years, ranging from 7 to 16 years (sd = 2.35). Studies concerning Numerical Operations showed the lowest mean age at the beginning of the study (mean = 7.29 years; range = 4-12); therefore, it is conceivable that the effect sizes generated for this type of mathematics might be affected by the involvement of such young participants. Further, the involvement of younger participants in studies surrounding Numerical Operations aligns with methods for teaching mathematics, whereby arithmetic skills are taught before any reference to word problems or other such questions linking to Mathematical Reasoning. Studies investigating both types of mathematics involved the largest age range of participants (mean = 8.44 years, range = 5-15 years). Such a large range of ages, and the combination of styles of mathematics questions, may have influenced the effect sizes collected due to the demand of the questions, particularly those relating to Mathematical Reasoning. Mathematical Reasoning questions requiring a high level of proficiency in reading may have proven particularly detrimental to young children's Mathematical Reasoning scores. A further potential influence on results concerns whether an age-appropriate/standardised measure of mathematical ability was taken to assess performance.
Studies assessing sequential VSWM involved the youngest mean age of participant (mean = 6.85 years), with an age range of 4-9 years. The mean age at the beginning of studies for those assessing simultaneous VSWM was non-significantly higher than sequential VSWM (mean = 7.25 years, p = 0.955). It would not be expected that an age difference as small as can be observed in the given data would have a significant impact on VSWM and mathematics performance. The largest observable age range can be seen for studies examining both types of VSWM (range = 5-15 years), with a mean age of 8.78 years. This is also the group of studies with the oldest mean age. All studies using older children, of secondary school age, fall into this category, which would be expected to influence the results as it is expected that older children will have a larger WM capacity (Gathercole et al. 2004 ).
Standardised Measures
Studies were examined according to whether they had employed a standardised measure of VSWM or not. The mean effect size for studies using a standardised measure was higher, but not statistically significantly so, than that found for those using non-standardised measures (mean = 0.40 and mean = 0.38, respectively; t(33) = 0.212, p = 0.833). A non-significant finding here indicates that standardised and non-standardised measures appear to be equally effective at measuring VSWM in relation to mathematics performance. Further, there was no significant relationship between the size of the sample used and the use of a standardised measure (t(12.154) = − 1.143, p = 0.275). As such, the use of a standardised measure and sample size is unlikely to have a compound influence on effect size.
Studies were then examined according to their use of a standardised mathematics measure. The mean effect size gathered for studies using a standardised mathematics measure (mean = 0.44) was significantly higher than those using unstandardised measures (mean = 0.25, t(33) = 3.587, p = 0.001). Such a finding highlights the importance of using standardised mathematics measures in order to uncover the true extent of any relationship between mathematics performance and VSWM. As with measures of VSWM, the data do not show a significant relationship between the size of the sample used and the use of a standardised measure (t(33) = 0.125, p = 0.901). Therefore, the size of the sample is unlikely to have a compound effect on the already significant influence of the use of a standardised measure.
Overall, the results indicate the importance of using a standardised measure of mathematics when investigating the relationship between VSWM and mathematics performance. However, they also suggest that the use of a non-standardised measure of VSWM does not necessarily prove detrimental to the integrity of the study.
Discussion
Systematic Review Results Summary
This review concerned 35 independent studies, following thorough examination of each document to ensure no overlaps between studies were present. The review was conducted with the aim of producing a comprehensive overview of the current knowledge base relating to the relationship between visuospatial working memory and mathematics. The included studies comprised of a number of designs, and involved a variety of assessments of both mathematics and VSWM. Whilst this is a relatively small sample of studies for the purposes of a review, there were a sufficient number to conduct further analysis. A forest plot and funnel plot (Figs. 1 and 2) were generated to give an overview of the data before inferential statistics were applied in the absence of a meta-analysis.
The number of studies analysed for this review is reflective of the current understanding of the relationship between VSWM and mathematics. Research remains in its relative infancy; therefore, the intricacies of the relationship are as yet unknown. For example, the earliest study in this review demonstrates the first published study documenting the specific relationship as taking place in 2001 (Reuhkala 2001) .
No other systematic reviews on this area of the research have been published, to our knowledge, up to the date of writing; hence, there is great scope for collating the findings of the research to date. As such, it is not possible to draw comparisons with the findings of reviews of other aspects of this area of research. The lack of reviews previously completed in this area indicates the need to develop a comprehensive understanding of the given relationship before continuing with further research.
Quantitative Analysis Results Summary
The review results highlight the importance of a sufficiently large sample in order to detect any effect within the data and accurately determine its significance, as evidenced by the negative correlation identified between effect size and sample size. The inclusion of only two studies exploring solely Mathematical Reasoning demonstrates an evident lack in the literature of such focused work; however, a further 16 studies investigated Mathematical Reasoning in conjunction with numerical operations.
From the evidence, it appears that numerical operations and mathematical reasoning are both influenced to a similar extent by VSWM; however, the level of influence within each of these types of maths is variable. The greatest variation can be seen for numerical operations. A bias in the amount of influence of the type of VSWM is suggested from the data. Nevertheless, once the type of mathematics being assessed is included in the analysis, the difference is not significant. Further, age did not have a significant impact on the effect sizes generated, nor did the use of a standardised VSWM measure. On the contrary, the use of a standardised mathematics measure resulted in a significantly larger effect size. One possible reason for such a difference may be the design of standardised measures to rigorously assess specific areas of mathematics and address all areas of the curriculum.
Quality of the Evidence
Five hundred and ninety studies were screened before arriving at the final sample of 35, suggesting that a sufficiently scoping search was completed to identify all relevant available literature, in line with the inclusion criteria. This suggestion is supported as all relevant studies were available in full. As previously mentioned, the studies included employ a number of designs, measures and methods of analysis. This emphasises the need to apply caution when attempting to directly compare across studies. However, sufficient data was provided within each manuscript to allow for the calculation of effect sizes, thus allowing less problematic, direct comparisons due to the common scale. Comparisons have also been drawn regarding the variance accounted for, in order to examine the extent of the influence, as well its significance, so as to reduce the probability of making type 2 errors, given the potential for the small studies included to be underpowered. As a result, the conclusions drawn from the data in this review seem relatively robust.
Conclusions
This review analysed the available literature on the relationship between VSWM and mathematics and proposes that the type of VSWM and mathematics being assessed do not have significant influence; however, the use of a standardised mathematics measure demonstrates significant influence on the effect size generated. Overall, a positive influence of VSWM on mathematics attainment is evident.
Implications for Research
The findings presented above suggest the greatest implications for those seeking to develop VSWM research in relation to mathematics performance. Since there is the suggestion that the use of a standardised mathematics measure significantly influences the estimation of the level of effect, researchers ought to be cautious of devising their own measures of mathematics attainment where a suitable standardised measure is available.
There is a great deal of scope for further research suggested by the findings of this review, as well as the gaps in the research identified throughout. Additional research is necessary to determine the stability of the relationship as identified over the years children spend at school. For example, in order for preventative measures for mathematical difficulties to be devised, it is first necessary to understand the intricacies of the relationship. Additionally, further research should seek to identify whether the relationship identified throughout is specific to components of mathematics, or whether the explanation satisfies mathematics in general.
